ACCOUNTING CAPSTONE PROJECT IDEAS

1. Off-shoring And Globalization
2. Manipulation And Profit Sharing
3. Impact Of Accounting To Employees Life
4. Uncontrolled Earnings Of The Management: Financial Downfall Or Enhancement
5. Development Of The International Microfinance
6. Microfinance In United Kingdom Banking Industry
7. Collective Investment Demand Schemes In United Kingdom: Analysis, Recommendations And Discussion
8. Constraints To Development Of Fully Fledged Microfinance Market
9. Microfinance Awareness In The Developing Economies
10. Partnership Between Private And Public Sectors: How Crucial Is It?
11. A Look into the Financial Services to the Poor
12. Financial Innovation In Asia And Europe: A Study
13. Financial Viability Of Financial Products Available In Local Market
14. History Of Accounting In the US
15. Teaching Ethics To Students In Accounting
16. Prevalence Of Men Working In Accounting Field
17. Is There a Gender Bias In Accounting?
18. Accounting Standards Evaluation: Is It Effective?
19. Poor Accounting Effects On Business
20. Current Role Of Technology In Accounting
21. International Accounting Standards Analysis
22. Aspects And Factors Evaluation Of Sarbanes Oxley Act
23. Comparison Of Relationship Between Accounting And Banking
24. Investigating The Relationship Between Finance And Accounting
25. Bankruptcy Regulations And Rules In The World
26. Criteria For Bank Loan
27. Use Of Credit Unions Versus Use Of Banks
28. Effective Strategies In Bookkeeping
29. Debt Management Implications In The Future
30. How Organizational Culture Affect The Accounting Procedures?
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